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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to present the various transitive and intransitive
paradigms of Klallam 1 to make this data and grammatical information available preliminary to a
thorough descriptive treatment. Thus this paper continues and expands upon Thompson and
Thompson's 1971 'preview'.

2. Subject. In main clauses first and second persons are marked in a nominative/accusative
pattern while third person is marked in an ergative/absolutive pattern. The third person absolutive
is zero. Examples are found in §2.1. In subordinate clauses (§2.2) and in the genitive
constructions (§§3.2, 3.3, 3.4) the third person subject is marked in both transitives and
intransitives.
2.1. Main clause nominative and ergative. The first and second person main clause subjects
belong to a class of enclitics that also includes markers of tense and various speech act indicators
such as the yes/no question and the evidential markers. The following shows the intransitive
paradigm. The root is hiya7 'go' :

1 Klallam is a language of the Straits group of Central Coast Salishan languages. Klallam is presently spoken by fewer
than ten elders living on and near tbe Elwha, Port Gamble, and Jamestown Klallam reservations of Washington's
Olympic Peninsula and at the Becher Bay Reserve on Vancouver Island in British Columbia. Tbe data here are based
on field work with the late Edward C. Sampson of Elwha, Tbomas Charles of Becber Bay and Elwba, Lillian Charle.
of Becber Bay, Adeline Smith of Elwha, Beatrice Charles of Elwha, and Hazel Sampson of lamestown and Elwha.

Singular
hiyli? cn

Plural
hiyli? st
hiyli? cxw
hiyli?

The second and third person are either singular or plural. The plural of any second person (subject,
genitive, object, independent predicate) can be explicitly specified through the use of the additional
enclitic hay as in hiya'l CX hay 'y'all go'. The third person plural subject can be made explicit by
taking plural morphology, usually an infix ay - a7y - i - i7.
The transitive paradigms are listed in the various subsections of §4. I will give one example
here to illustrate the subject. In this paradigm the basic -I transitivizer is used (§4.1) giving the
predicate the meaning 'look at herlhimlitlthem';
W

(2)
1st
2nd
3rd

Singular
en

Plural

k'W~nt

k'W~nt

st

cxw
k,w:Snts
k'W~nt

Note that this differs from the intransitive only in that the third person subject is here marked not
with zero but with the suffix -so Thompson and Thompson 1971 did not report this ergative suffix
and it does not occur often. Usually when there are two third person participants the passive form
is used: k"·n;Jt"y. Note also that the form k,wanls 'he looks at him' is phonetically distinct from
the form k'wanc 'look at me'. Unlike the -9 'lstl2ndperson object' suffix (see (18) in §4.1 for
example), the ergative -9 does not combine with the -I transitivizer to form an affricate.

2.2. Subordinate clause nomInative. In certain subordinate clauses subjects are indicated with a
set of suffixes. The first and second person subordinate subjects are clearly related to the main
clause SUbjects. It would be possible to analyze the main clause first singular and second person
clitics as being composed of a c- element with the suffixes -n and -x" as Iiste!! below. But this is
certainly etymological rather than morphological. The c- element has no identifiable function and
the clitics are phoneme by phoneme cognate with the Interior Salishan intransitive subject clitics.
We must presume that the *k- element of Proto-Salishan came from some pre-Proto-Salishan
auxiliary.
The following paradigms show first a transitive example then an intransitive one. The k W"
particle preceding the predicate introduces the subordinate clause and can be translated 'if, when'
so that the first transitive form would be 'ifI see it' and the first intransitive form would be 'ifI
go.'
(3) Transitive:
Singular
Plural
lst
kW:I k'W~ntn
kW:I k'W~nti
2nd
kW:I k'w:SntxW
3rd
kW:I k'W~nts
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(4) Intransitive:
Singular
Plural
1st
kW:) hiyli?n
kW;I hiyli?t
2nd
kW:) hiyli?xW
3rd
kW:) hiyli?s

(7) n-c' :Sq' = s;ln
cn
lGEN-Sprain = foot I NOM
'I sprained my ankle.'

3. Genitive. The genitive affixes are used in four functions. I) On stems whose semantics allow
for possession the genitive affixes indicate the person of the possessor (§3.1). 2) O~ stem~
expressing emotion and those having inherent objects the affixes an~ part of a sort of mversl?n
construction where the expected subject role is indicated by the genitive and the object role IS
indicated in the nominative or absolutive (§3.2). 3) On ditransitive stems the genitive is used to
mark the former subject in a second passive construction that puts the patient into subject pos~tion
(§3.3). 4) In certain subordinate clauses a subjective genitive is found similar to that found m
many languages (§3.4).

3.2. Main clause genitive Inversion. In these constructions the genitive affixes indicate not
possessors but experiencers or agents and are semantically transitive but syntactically intransitive.
The types of this construction are formally the same as the pattern shown in (6), but it seems
useful to show them separately since the semantic relations are so different. There is a class of
roots that semantically imply two participants but do not allow regular transitive constructions.
Instead they participate in a construction similar to what has been called an inversion construction
where the expected subject is in an oblique case and the expected object is in the nominative. This
class can be divided into two types: roots expressing a psychological state and roots that have an
inherent object.

3.1. Possessor genitive. The genitive affixes are prefixes in the first person sing~lar and sec~nd
person; they are suffixes in the first person plural and third person. In the followmg the root IS ciSt
'father'. So, for example, the first form in the first row means 'my father'.
(5)
lst
2nd
3rd

Singular
nc:St

Plural
c:Stt
n'c:St
c:Sts

Each of the forms in (5) is actually an intransitive predicate and includes a zero third person
absolutive. Thus nciSt means 'itlbe is my' father', and so on. It is therefore possible to get
intransitive subjects (I) with some of these:
lsGen

(6)

IsNom
IpNom
2Nom
3Nom

nc~t

nc:St

cxw

IpGen

X
c:Sti

2Gen
n'dt cn
X
n'cot

3Gen
X
X
X
cots

The positions in (6) that are marked with a dash are semantically anomalous with this stem-first
person possessing first person and second person possessing second person are not possible. The
positions marked with X are semantically possible but are nevertheless nonoccurring. The expected
forms are consistently and immediately rejected by all speakers, fluent and semifluent. Thus, *ciSts
cn, "ciSts st, "ciSts cx w, *ciSd cx w, and *n' ciSt st are all rejected. 2 The corresponding sense is
expressed in periphrastic forms involving the predicative person deictics (§5).
Although the positions in (6) marked with a dash are not possible with the stem given, it i.s .
possible to get at least some of these when the stem includes a lexical suffix. In such cases It IS the
referent of the lexical suffix that is interpreted as what is possessed as in (7):

2

In Saanich (Northern Straits) the pattern is the same, but forms corresponding to n' cal en are also rejected: -7~n'men

$~n.

3

3.2.1. Psychological roots. The first and the most common type is the root indicating a
psychological state. These require two participants but are of very low semantic transitivity m that
the semantic object is unaffected. Examples include the roots J;.:e? 'like, want', xWatin 'hate',
;r:e'Jc'j 'shame', hdk'w 'remember', and mimay'aq 'forget'. It is important to note that this class is
not entirely semantically determined. There are two-participant 'psychological' roots that do not
participate in this construction including:r;c 'know, figure, think', q'Wdy' 'believe', taU'd7 'crave',
Sit 'covet'.
In the following the root is J;.: <17 'like, want', and the meaning of the first form in the first
column, for example, is 'I like you.'
(7)
lsNom
IpNom
2Nom
3Nom

lsGen

IpGen

nsX'e? cx w
nsX' e1

X
sX' e?i

2Gen
3Gen
n' sX' e1 u cn3 X
X

n' sX' e1

X
X

sX' e?s

3,2,2. Inherent object roots. The second type is a small class of agent oriented roots that are not
low in semantic transitivity but have the object inherent in the root meaning. Examples include the
roots qiSca7 'catch (game animals)' and Ulan 'eat (food)'. These, shown in (8), follow the same
pattern as (6) and (7):
(8)

lsGen
IsNom
IpNom
2Nom
3Nom

IpGen

2Gen
n'sqo<::a? cn
X

nsqoca? cx w X
nsq:Sca?
sq:Sca?i

n'sq:Sca?

3Gen
X

X
X
sq:S<::a?s

'The u here is the yes/no question marker whicb is required in tbis form 'do you like me?' The non-question form in
this slot is rejected for all the psychological roots.
Note also tbat in these foims the s· prefix is required. But this is not a distinguishing trait of this type since many
roots taking the possessor genitive (section 3.1) also require the s· prefix.
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The meaning of the first form in the first column is 'I caught you.' The fonns with the zero third
person nominative in the last row of (8) can be translated the same as the posses.sor forms so that
the possessor and agent roles overlap. The last form in the first column can, thus be translated
either as 'I caught it' or 'it's my catch'. The forms in (7) can only very awkwardly be translated in
this way. This is merely a problem of translation. This difference is not a·property ofKlal1am but
of the English noun/verb distinction, the exact like of which is not to be found in Klal1am.
The types shown illustrated in (7) and (8) differ from the possessor genitives in another way.
Forms corresponding to the expec&ed semantics of the nonoccurring third person genitive forms in
(7) and (8) can be achieved by omitting the genitive suffix. That is the expected form for 'he likes
me' in (7) would be *s}.: eJs ell but this is just the meaning one gets with s}.: eJ cn and so on for the
rest of the column and for the last column of (8). On the other hand, the possessor forms such as
cal cn in (6) do not give 'I am his father' but 'I am a father'.
3.3. Genitive passive of dltransitive stems. There is a smal1 set of roots in Klallam whose
semantics imply two objects-a patient and recipient or source. Unlike the stems participating in the
genitive inversion constructions, these roots may participate in ordinary transitive constructions
(§4). In such constructions there are two explicit pronominal arguments: the subject (nominative or
ergative) is the agent and the object (accusative) is the recipient or source while the optional
patient is oblique. It is also possible to derive stems with these properties using the dative
applicative (§4.3.2).
These ditransitive stems, both inherent and derived, can also participate in a genitive passive
construction. In this construction there are three explicit pronominal arguments: nominative (or
absolutive), genitive, and accusative. In the primary form of this construction the
nominative/absolutive marks the patient, the accusative marks the recipient/source, and the genitive
marks the agent. This construction must be considered structurally intransitive even though it has
the accusative. See §4 for full accusative paradigms.
The following examples give the general picture. In (9) the ordinary transitive form is illustrated
with a root that is inherently ditransitive. The final -c is the morphophonemic realization of the I
transitivizer and the second person accusative (see (I 8) in §4.1); the CII is the first person
nominative, and the -au is the first passive.
'I give (it) to you'

(9) a. ?:SlJa-c cn

b. ?:SlJa-t cn

c.

?~IJIi-t-~1J

'I give (it) to himlher/them'
cn

'He/she/they gave (it) to me'

(11) n-s-?:SlJa-t
ca?
cx'" c~ n' -tan
IGEN-s-give-TRANS FUTURE 2NOM OET 2GEN-mother
'1'11 give you to your mother.'
When it is the agent that is third person and the other participants are first and second person, the
first passive is required just as in the basic transitive paradigms shown in §4. In (12) it is the agent
that is third person. Compare this to (10) where the patient is third person and (II) where the
recipient is third person.
l12)

n-s-?:SlJa+~1J

cx~
7a7
c~ n' -colt
IGEN-s-give-TRANs-PSV 2NOM OBLIQUE OET 2GEN-father
'Your father gave you to me'

The function of the first passive is to put the recipient into subject position; the function on the
second, genitive, passive is to put the patient into subject position. In the basic transitive the
subject is agent and the primary object is recipient as in (9). In the first passive the recipient
becomes the subject while the agent, if mentioned, becomes oblique:
(13)

?:llJa+~1J
cxW
?a? c~ n'c:St.
give-TRANS-PSV 2NOM OBL OET your father
'You were given (it) by your father.'

In the genitive passive it is the patient that becomes the subject while the displaced subject is in the
genitive. In (12) both passives are found. The first passive has applied to put the recipient in
subject position then the second passive puts the patient in subject position and moves the recipient
subject to the genitive.
3.4. Subordinate subjective genitive. The genitive person markers are used as subjects in certain
subordinate clauses. This construction is similar to the subjective genitives found in English and
other languages. In these cases there seems to be no restriction on roots. Examples (14) and (15)
are typical; one can change the genitive affix here to any of those given in (5) and get a
corresponding change of meaning. Note that the form IIshiyd7 cannot occur as the main predicate
since hiyd7 'go' does not fit into either of the classes shown in §§3.2.
(14) ?:Sy' l!i n-s-hiyli?
good DET IGEN-S-go
'I should go (lit. 'it's good that I go' or 'my going is good' )'

In (10) the genitive passive fonn is illustrated. Here the agent is marked by the first person
genitive prefix, the recipient is marked by the second person accusative as in (9) and the patient,
the actual grammatical subject, is the zero third person.

(15) ?:Sy' C!i s-hiyli?-s.
good OET s-go-3GEN
'He/she/it/they should go.'

(10) n-s-?:SlJa-c

It is also possible to get transitive fonns. In these forms the third person subordinate subject is
marked in both transitive and intransitive forms with the -s third person genitive.

'I give it to you'

In such constructions at least one of the participants must be third person. Since the third person is
zero in both intransitive subject and object, one can only infer it. In (II) it is the recipient (rather
than the patient as in (10» that is in the third person.
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(16) ?:Sy' C!i n-s-k' w:Sn-n-l1lJ~
good OET \GEN-S-see-TRANS-2ACC
'It's good that I see you.'
6

subjectlobject paradigm is illustrated. Here the root is the same as that in (18); with this
transitivizer the stem is glossed 'see'.

ci
s-k,w{Jn-n-ulJ:I-s
good DET s-see-TRANS-2ACC-3GEN
'It's good that helshelitlthey see you.'

(17) ?{Jy'

(19)
Subj/Obj

4. Accusative. There are basically two morphologically conditioned object sets as there are in
almost all Salishan languages-an s-set and an m-set. The s-set involves an lsI in the first and
second person singular suffixes and occurs with the basic transitivizer (§4.1) and with the causative
(§4.3.1) and dative (§4.3.2) applicatives. The m-set· involves an IIJI in the first and second person
singular suffixes and occurs in the non-control transitivizer (§4.2) and in the locative (§4.3.3),
aggressive (§4.3.4), and object of emotion (§4.3.6) applicatives. S
4.1. Basic transitive. The basic transitivizer, also called the control transitivizer, has the form -I
and is cognate with the -nl transitivizer of Interior Salishan languages. In unmarked active
constructions this transitivizer indicates a controlling agent subject and an object whose semantic
role is detennined by the inherent semantics of the root. The object is thus typically a patient but
in inherent ditransitives (see §3.3 especially (9» the object is recipient or source.
In this paradigm the third person object is zero and the first and second person objects ·are
homophonous. The lsI of the objects merge with the It! of the transitivizer to yield Ic/. This is not
a general phonological process in Klallam. Note that the lsI of the ergative suffix does not combine
with the It I of this transitivizer (see (3» nor does the lsI of the third person genitive merge with a
preceding It! (see (5». When the agent is third person and the patient first or second person, the
passive construction is required.
In (18) the complete subject/object paradigm is illustrated. The root is k' w;m; with this
transitivizer the stem is glossed 'look at'.
(18)
SubjlObj
I
lpl
k'w.inc cx w
2
(k'w~nt:l1J cn)
3

Ipl

3

2
k'w~nc

k'W~nt

cn
k'w{Jnc st
k'WntulJt cx w
(k' W~nt:l1J st)

k'W~nt
k'W~nt

(k'W~nt:l1J

CXW)

cn
st
cx w

k'W~nts

4.2. Non-control transitive. The non-control transitivizer has the fonn -ndx w if stressed, -nd if
stressed and followed by any suffix, -n if unstressed and followed by any suffix, or -ni1XW otherwise.
This suffix indicates the presence of a patient (or recipientlsouree in ditransitives) and an agent that
is not in conscious control. The agent is acting either with effort to finally manage to succeed or
without effort and volition. The semantic difference between this and the basic transitivizer in §4.1
can be partially seen in the difference between English 'look' and 'see'.
This transitivizer is followed by the m-set object suffixes. Unlike the s-set suffixes illustrated in
(18), the first and second persons are distinguished in the m-set. In (19) the complete

1
Ipl
k' wnnu1J:ls cx W
2
3
(k'w.inn:l1J cn)

Ipl

3
k,w.inn:lxwen
k,w;Snn:lx w st
k'w~nn~xw cx w
k'wnnulJi cX W
(k' w.inn:l1J 5t) (k'w;}nn:l1J exW) k,w{Jnn:ls
2
k'wnnulJ:I cn
k,wnnulp st

4.3. Applicatives. Perhaps the six special transitivizing morphemes included in this section
should not all be lumped together. And perhaps they do not all fit in a category of what is
traditionally tenned applicative. In any case, what they have in common is that they signal that the
participant indicated by the object morphology has a marked semantic relation.
4.3.1. Causative. There are three causative morphemes. The forms are -istx W , _tx W, and -as. The
first two are probably related, but at present there is no independent evidence for a separate -{s
suffix. In both suffixes the XW is absent when followed by other suffixes as it is in the non-control
(§4.2) and object of emotion (§4.3.6) suffixes.
4.3.1.1. Subject of effect. The most common causative is _(slx w• This transitivizer usually occurs
with the s-set objects, but one speaker accepts either the m-set or the s-set with this transitivizer.
The participant indicated in the object suffix is a causee that is the subject of the effect. The
causee in this construction is usually, though not necessarily, animate.
The vowel of this suffix reduces to schwa or is deleted when unstressed. As with the basic
transitivizer (§4.1) the t of this suffix merges with the s of the first and second person objects to
fonn an affricate c.
In (20) the root is k'wi1I1, which with this suffix produces a stem meaning 'show'. Note that in
this paradigm as in the others the combinations of third person subject with first and second person
objects require the passive. There is also no occurrence in the data of the ergative in this
paradigm. Thus, the combination of third person subject with third person object is also in the
passive. Repeated attempts with various speakers to elicit the ergative in this paradigm have failed.
Although in all paradigms the ergative affix is rare compared to the passive when both participants
are third person, the ergative with the basic and non-control transitivizers, in contrast with the
causatives, does occasionally appear in texts and it is fairly easy to elicit.
(20)
SubjlObj
I
lpl
k'wnfsc cx w
2
(k' Wnfst:llJ cn)
3

Ipl

k'WnistUlJi cx w
(k' wnfst:llJ st)

2
k'wnfsc cn
k,wnfsc st

3
k,wnfstx W cn
k'Wn!stx Wsl
k'Wn!stxWcx w
(k'Wnfst:l1J CXW) (k'Wnfst:llJ)

• Tho m-set is so-called because in most of the Salishan languages the phoneme here is ImJ and in all of the languages
tho phoneme is • reflex of Proto-Sali.han om (/m/, IfJI, Ib!, or Iw/).
'This distribution of the two object sets differs in Saanich, where the causative objects are marked with the m-set
suffixes.

4.3.1.2. Object of effect/imperative. The second causative is _tx W • tJnlike the -{stx W causative, this
transitivizer occurs with the m-set objects. Functionally it contrasts with the -{stx W causative in
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that this suffix indicates a causee that is the object of the effect and is thus usually inanimate as in
hiydl' 'go', hiydi'tx W'take'.
The primary difference between -(stxWand _tx Wis illustrated in (21).
(21) a. X'i!fstxW cn C:l sn:Sxwl
b. X':Si!txW cn C:l smSxWl:

'I sank the canoe'
'I made the canoe deep'

The root here is ):,.'ac 'deep, below, under', and either (2Ia) or (2Ib) could be translated 'I caused
the canoe to become deep'. (2Ib) can only mean that the canoe has been carved deep. In (21a)
the canoe is the subject of the 'deepening' effect while in (2Ib) the canoe is the object ofthe
effect. The pattern of un interpretability shown in (22) also illustrates this difference.
'I sank the rock'

(22) a. X' i!fstx W cn C:l slJant

Consultants insist that (24b) cannot mean 'I take himlber', a sense which would be expressed using
a different root meaning 'accompany'. If the object of (24b) is animate, especially human, the
interpretation is with 'put' and the person is seen as being treated as an inanimate object of the
effect.
In (25) the full paradigm for the stem shown in (24) is given. In this paradigm as in (20) the
only form recorded for third person subject and object was a passive.
(25)
Subj/Obj

Ip\

1
Ipl
hiya?tlllJ:ls cxw
2
(hiyli?t:l1J cn)
3

hiya?tlllJl cx w
(hiyli?t:llj st)

2
hiya?tulJ:I cn
hiya?tulJo st
(hiy~?t:l1J

CXW)

3
hiyli?txWcn
hiyli?txWst
hiyli?txWCXW
(hiya?t:llj)

b. ·X' :Si!txWcn C:l slJant

'feed himlber/itlthem'

4.3.1.3. Locative causative. The locative causative has the form -as when stressed and -as or-s
when unstressed. This affix occurs only on a few roots, most of which have inherent locative
semantics. The following is a complete list of roots the locative applicative has been found on:
ya~W 'release', iuy 'leave', naw' 'be in', saq 'be out', c'ayaxW 'enter', kWan 'lose', kWay 'hide', cae
'chase', cak w 'be down', can 'move', cukw 'use', xWak' 'be low, be down', faU 'remove'.
Given the meaning of the root, most of the time this suffix seems to function as a transitivizer no
different from the basic -I transitivizer or the _lxW causative. There are however cases where it
contrasts with the basic transitivizer and with the object of effect causative. This contrast shows
that the presence of this suffix indicates that the direct object is caused to be at a particular
location. Examples (26) through (29) show this contrast.

'let himlber/itlthem eat'

(26) a. lj'ixwlis cn

'I made the hole deep'

On the stems mentioned in §3.2.2, which have an inherent object and require an animate subject,
such as Ulan 'eat', it forms a special 'let' imperative. This difference between -(stxWand _txWis
illustrated in (23) where the causee must be animate.

'I feed him/her/it/them'

b. i!' :SY:lXWtxWcn

d. *?fl:gntx Wen

(27) a. kWIlY:ls cn

The imperative is usually indicated, as in English, by the absence of an overt subject. The
ungrammaticality of forms like (23d) was confirmed by attempted elicitation from different
speakers and from same speakers at widely different times. This last example shows that where
the causee must be animate the _tx form can only be imperative.
In (24) the stem allows for an inanimate causee. In such cases the _tx W form has two readingsone a 'let' imperative and one a simple causative.
6

b. kWIlY:lt cn
(28) a. i!lIn:ls cn

'I took/brought it in (there)'
'Iletlmade it enter'
'I hid it (there),

'I hid it away'
'I moved it (there),

W

(24) a. hiyli?tx W
b. hiyli?txW cn

'let himlber/itlthem go (somewhere)' or
'take it (somewhere),

b. Mn:ltxW cn

'I moved it (somewhere)'

(29) a. Y:lJl.wlls cn

'I undid it'

b. Y°Jl.w:Stcn

'I freed it'

'I take it (somewhere), or
'I put himlber (somewhere),

• An emphatic imperative is formed by using a particle li following the stem.
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In these examples the locative causative appears in the a sentences and contrasts with one of the
other transitivizers in the b sentences. In (26) through (28) the semantic contrast is clear. Example
(29) needs some explanation.
In (29a) the meaning seems to be 'I freed it by doing something at a particular location.' The
wordya~Was is thus usually translated as 'untie' or 'unlatch'. In (28b) there is no particular
location. This difference comes out more clearly when a specific object is mentioned as in (30).
(30) a.

y~J!.wlis

cn

c~ J!.wecl~m

4.3.4. Aggressive. The fonn of this morpheme is -lias and does not vary. It occurs only on some
roots of motion and location. It has been found, so far, only on the following roots: flaw' 'be in',
c'ayaxW'enter', 7r1~w 'go to', hiya? 'go', ?an?a 'come', taci 'arrive here', and kWanauut 'run'.
The presence of this transitivizer indicates that the direct object is approached by an agent with a
particular intent. The usual interpretation is that the intent is hostile. This can be seen in the
glosses in (33) through (35)

'I untied (a knot in) the rope'

'I barged in on him/her/them'
(34)

This transitivizer uses a modified version of the m-set objects. Unlike the m-set objects used in
(19) and (25) there is no /Ii/ but in its place is IrJf/. As in the other applicative paradigms the
ergative does not occur; the passive is required when there is a third person agent. In the
following paradigm the root is the same as that in (29) and (30).
(31)
Subj/Obj
1
Ipl
y~J!.w~lJflJ::Os cx w
2
(yaJ!.wlilJ cn)
3

Ipl

2
y:lJ!.w~lJflJ:I
y~J!.w~lJflJ~

cn
st

Y:lJ!.w:llJflJt CXW
(Y~Jl.wlilJ st)
(y3Jl.wlilJ cx~

3
Y:lJ!.wlis cn
y~J!.wlis st
Y::OJ!.wlis cx w

Ipl

2

3
cn k,wn3sft cn
k,wnasfcalJ st
k,wn3sft st
k,wn3sitUlJi cx w
k,wn3sft cxw
(k' wn3sftaIJ st) (k' wn3sft::OIJ CXW) (k' wn3sft::OlJ)
k'wn~sfc3lJ
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'They barged in on me'
'The dog came at me'

Out of context speakers gloss the form in (35) as given and feel that it means that the dog is
attacking. But this form also appears in a story where the dog is coming to rescue a person. Other
examples of this suffix are not interpreted as hostile intent:
'I got here for (to get) him'

(36) tcfn:ls cn
(37)

tcfn::os~1J

cn

'He got here for me (e.g. to take me somewhere)'

(Y~Jl.wlilJ)

4.3.2. Dative. The dative applicative has the form -sit. This form may actually be composed of
two morphemes: a -si 'dative' and the -t 'basic transitivizer'. However, the objects with this form,
although using the s-set, deviate from those of the simple basic transitivizer. Note the first and
second person objects in (32), -s{caU, and compare them with the objects in (18), -c. The presence
of the -au is unexpected if this applicative included the basic transitivizer. Some speakers can,
indeed, get forms such as k'Wnas(c cn in more or less free variation with, but preferring, the 1/2
form given in (32). Other speakers.get only the forms shown in (32). As in the causative
paradigms, the ergative does not occur at all. Unlike the basic and non-control transitivizers, the
presence of a third person agent requires the passive.
The presence of this affix creates a ditransitive stem with a recipient/beneficiary/source direct
object and an implied patient. Stems with this applicative include ~e7s{t 'write (something) to
someone' and qam's(t 'beg (something) from someone'. In (32) the root is the same as in (18),
(19), and (20). Here the stem meaning is 'look at (something) for someone'; the first form in the
first column, for example, means 'You look at (something) for me.'
(32)
SubjlObj
I
Ipl
k' wn:lsfc:l1J cxw
2
3
(k' wn::osft::OlJ cn)

c' ixwn:ls::01J cn

'I ran after it'

Only third person objects occur with this applicative and any third person agent requires the
passive. In order to specify a first or second person object a fairly rare periphrastic form is used
with the first and second person predicative deictics (§5). The basic pattern is shown in (39).
(39) c::onclin:,s cn cae

n~kW

'I came for you'

4.3.5. Object of emotion. The basic form of this transitivizer is -taxW. This morpheme has not
been found in many contexts. In general this indicates that the direct object is the object of an
emotion expressed in the meaning of the root and felt by the subject. Its form is similar to the
causatives (§§4.3.1.1, 4.3.1.2), but it differs from them in three ways.
First, the form of the objects differs. This takes the moser objects but has stressed llil rather than
the /lil of the _tx causative. Compare the paradigms (25) and (40).
Second, the resulting meaning is quite different. The object is not a causee in this construction.
When added to the root 7ay' 'good' the result is not 'cause to be good' but 'enjoy, feel good
toward'. When added to ~aI 'hurt' the result means not 'cause to hurt' but 'feel bad for'.
Th.i~d: the ergat!ve does occur in this paradigm. As in the basic (18) and noncontrol (19)
translllvlzer paradigms and unlike all of the other applicatives the ergative -$ marks the subject in
the 3/3 slot in the paradigm. As in all the other transitive paradigms the passive is required in the
3/1 and 3/2 slots.
The following paradigm involves the root lay' 'good', which becomes 7i7 when unstressed. The
resulting stem means 'enjoy, feel good toward'. The forms with second person subjects are
acceptable only as questions so that the first form in the first column means 'Do you enjoy/feel
'
good toward me. '
W
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(40)
SubjlObj
1
Ipl
7i?talJ:ls u cx w
2
(?i?talJ cn)
3

lpl

2
7i7tatp cn
7i7tatp st

7i7tRIJt u cx w
(?i?talJ st)

(?i?talJ

CXW)

3
7i7tax cn
7i7tax W st
7i7tax W u cx w
7i7tlis
W

S. Predlcatlve person deictics. In the previous sections the paradigms given show the affixes of
person reference. The paradigm in (41) shows the set of roots having person reference. These
forms are actually intransitive predicates meaning, for example, 'it is 1'. They can be transitivized
using the -tx" imperative causative so that, for example, ?ktx" means 'let me (do it)', but
transitivized they cannot take object suffixes.
(41)

1st
2nd
3rd

Singular
7;Sc
n;Skw
nft

Plural
tnflJt
n:mfliY:l

6. Conclusion. This paper presents the various person paradigms found in the Klallam language.
Details of the morphophonemics, function, and distribution of the constructions require further
study.
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